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The centenary of World War I brings with it the question as to what is its enduring legacy in the field of mental health, particularly in the context of the prolonged war in Iraq and Afghanistan where there has been considerable effort to investigate the psychiatric impact. There are two recurring themes that frame how the psychiatric consequences of war have been considered over the last century. The first question in war is whether psychiatric wounds should been seen as matter of moral duty rather than illness, as argued by Shephard. The second issue is the struggle that the psychiatric profession has had in understanding the long-term consequences of cumulative combat exposures. These questions are explored against the historical background of the controversies that plagued the management of the psychiatric casualties of World War I.

The Baptism of Fire at Gallipoli

The proximity of the threat that drew Australia into World War I is often not recognized due to the historical preoccupation with the Gallipoli campaign. Flanking the east coast of Australia and to the north were a series of German colonies including New Guinea, Nauru and the Samoa. The Australian deaths and casualties were some of the heaviest amongst combatant nations. The 58,961 deaths represented of the 14% of those who enlisted, and on repatriation 113,370 were unfit. Those who survived were considered the lucky ones and hence psychological injuries were not the predominant focus of concern in the face this physical cost.

A fundamental question that confronted the medical officers at the beginning of the War, was the issue of whether the inability to function in battle was a moral or mental problem. Was the medical officer’s role to maintain the fighting force or was his primary ethical and professional responsibility to the individual soldier? Butler stated this was “the psychic no-mans land that separates malingering from hysteria and which links free will with determinism (p79)”. Given the overwhelming demand in maintaining a fighting force, the question of individual welfare was subsidiary to the question of national survival.

The military campaign at Gallipoli was a strategic failure. Once soldiers were landed at Gallipoli, unless evacuated for medical reasons they remained pinned down on the escarpments rising from Anzac Cove until the final withdrawal. The consequence was that there was no respite from the intolerable strain of battle.

“Such measures on the Western Front were found by far the most effective prophylaxis to avoidable nervous breakdown were probably improbably impossible on Gallipoli”.

“This has two results. First, a large evacuation from psychophysical and psychosomatic breakdown, debility, ingestion and functional disorder. Second, repeated epidemics of self-inflicted wounds(p80)”.
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This wave of mental casualties presented many challenges to the medical corps who were totally unprepared. The absence of a diagnostic framework was fertile ground for the acceptance of the emerging concept of shellshock, more driven by sentiment among the soldiers than medical knowledge. The medical officers were faced with a dilemma of how to deal with men who had fought with bravery but then progressively had been unable to continue to function in the face of battle. An important observation was that the individuals who “reach the base hospitals were useless for further fighting (p85)” While many recovered from their immediate disability and could form a variety of functions in logistics and communications, they were generally unfit for further fighting.

The Experience on the Western Front and the Question of Shell Shock

Despite the enormity of the exposures and the losses, a continued debate existed around the cause for psychiatric disorders. At the end of the war, debate continued as to whether it was the “Seed” rather then the “Soil”. Butler concluded, “the nervous and moral constitution of the force and of the individuals comprising it rather then that particular kind of strain to which they were subjected – was the essential element in determining the total amount of nervous breakdowns (p89)” The view impacted greatly on how the medical establishment viewed veterans following repatriation.

The name shellshock attributed the various symptoms to the concussive effects of exploding shells, and hence an external agent was the cause rather than vulnerability, an attractive idea for the soldiers. This provoked considerable concern; “The consequences seen in the inability of the medical service and profession to check the spread of a concept of war neurosis – the idea and the name of [Shellshock] – through military and social exploitation and mass suggestion – a devastating menace (p93)” Despite the public appeal of shell shock, the medical establishment was concerned that it provide an honorable escape from combat into illness.

A further battle emerged between neurologists and psychiatrists about “the no-mans land between neurology, the medicine of the brain, and psychiatry, the medicine of the mind” This rivalry distracted from confronting the military command’s contention that this was an urgent disciplinary problem about soldier’s failure to manage the fear of battle. The problem was ultimately resolved with the 1922 enquiry into Shellshock by the War Office, finding little evidence for the role of concussive injury. The problem of secondary gain was deemed to be a consequence of accepting this as a wound that allowed removal from duty and it became a matter of increasing focus. The response to this dilemma was to delay the diagnosis of soldiers by the use of the category “Not Yet Diagnosed; Nervous NYDN”. The aim was to have early convalescence and a rapid return to duties. This approach was the beginning of the model of crisis intervention or “PIES” (Proximity, Immediacy, Expectancy and Simplicity). Diagnosis was seen to lead to an unnecessary adoption of a position of disability. To this end, the medical profession was, in part, taking on the covenant of
inculcating a devotion of duty rather than withdrawal because of the risks of future injury\textsuperscript{15}.

Ultimately it was accepted that war neurosis was generally of a gradual onset, rather than being a consequence of some immediate physical "\textit{shock to the brain that had led to microscopic brain tissue (p99)}".\textsuperscript{3} In retrospect, what the historical literature failed to contemplate is that there were undetected neurobiological processes and that these underpinned\textsuperscript{12} psychological symptoms in the horrors of trench warfare. There was an over simplification of the question as to whether a biological/neurological mechanisms were at play or whether mental mechanisms were of central relevance. One striking aspect of the literature is that there was almost little consideration that the cumulative exposure to years of fighting led to an increasing probability of breakdown\textsuperscript{1}, particularly as even many of the finest men broke down after prolonged intense combat. It was also assumed that individuals, if they were going to become unwell as a consequence of the trauma of battle, that this would happen immediately rather than being a delayed effect.

Clinicians were at a loss to explain this delayed emergence of psychopathology and an alternative discourse drove the management of pension claims. Exaggerated disability and compensation neurosis were dominant rubrics that were used to dismiss emerging symptoms\textsuperscript{16}, attitudes that continue to permeate modern workers compensation systems despite evidence to the contrary\textsuperscript{17}. Veterans were stigmatized as being poor "\textit{seed}" rather than have been injured by the horror of war.

**Subsequent Lessons**

When the Second World War broke out it took months before the knowledge of the First World War was relearned. Major screening programs did not stop the problem of acute combat breakdowns\textsuperscript{18}. Despite the telling lessons that had been documented, in peacetime these had drifted out of awareness. However, the imperative the PIES system of the management of battle casualties was quickly rediscovered\textsuperscript{17}. However, the evidence suggests its effectiveness was overstated, in part as psychiatrists attempted to justify their contribution to the armed forces\textsuperscript{18}. Advances in understanding included acknowledging the importance of interpersonal relationships including leadership to functioning, as well as the role personality and individual vulnerabilities \textsuperscript{17}. Again, in the aftermath of World War II, the lessons of wartime were quickly forgotten and practice slipped back into the formulation of cases using psychoanalytic concepts and the role of personality\textsuperscript{17}.

It was only with the Vietnam War that the lessons of the long-term morbidity were finally accepted in the relative absence of substantial rates of acute combat stress casualties\textsuperscript{18}. The Vietnam Veterans Readjustment Study demonstrated 18.7\% of US veterans had a life-time history of war-related PTSD. The observation the most of these men had not presented while on duty but later became unwell had proved the hardest concept to grasp. This presentation was
that delayed onset PTSD and this was a common entity and not simply driven by secondary gain.

The relevance of these lessons to modern war

This history has particular relevance to the challenges that military psychiatry has faced with the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The question has again emerged about the importance of minor neurological injury and its relationship to PTSD\textsuperscript{20}. The major scientific challenge is to determine the significance and severity of brain injury at the lower ends of the spectrum of severity following blast injury. It is critical that we do not re-create the medical turf war between neurology and psychiatry in the exploration of this question.

A second dilemma is the apparent difference between the rates of disorder in the US and the UK. A US report\textsuperscript{21} highlighted the enormity of the potential costs of PTSD, depression and traumatic brain injury in Iraq and Afghanistan veterans. In contrast, “in the UK armed forces, deployment to the Iraq war has not so far been associated with significantly worse health outcomes, about from a modest effect on multiple physical symptoms”\textsuperscript{22} This dilemma appears to have been largely resolved when the differences in combat exposure and duration of employment were controlled. It may be the case that Britain remains, under the influence of the lingering attitudes, from the First World War that had not been tempered by the Vietnam antiwar movement. In this environment, Shephard\textsuperscript{1} argues that the psychiatric consequences of war in the post-Vietnam literature have exaggerated. Hence, a reflection on history suggests that the trauma field and particularly military psychiatry remains an area vulnerable to distortion in public debate and beliefs. Modern scientific endeavour plays a critical role in correcting these distortions.

A body of research has demonstrated the reality of delayed onset posttraumatic stress disorder\textsuperscript{24,25,26} using longitudinal designs that show individuals who have coped at the time of stress exposure can become unwell many years later. A large body of evidence demonstrates that multiple biological systems are prone to deregulation and sensitization and that PTSD is not simply to do the vagaries of unconscious mechanisms.

History demonstrates the slowness of the understanding of the long-term consequences of combat. It remains the case that the period following deployment remains a critical period of vulnerability. Issues of secondary gain and suggestibility must not be over emphasised at the risks of stigmatizing those who are unwell and ignoring the reality of neurobiological underpinnings of PTSD. Equally, the complex environment of compensation schemes have a particular ability to distort the objectivity of clinician’s judgments and the veteran community’s acceptance of medical opinion. These are the dominant lesson to be remembered from the First World War.
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